Rules/Instructions

Main part of Semester final/additional written exams of TSU is organized by TSU Examination Centre. The Session Period is determined by academic council every year.

Admission prerequisites

In order to allow a student to pass a semester examination, the student must have accumulated no less than 31 points during the semester, except the cases when the syllabus of the academic course envisages other requirements.

Passing the exams

The students exam will be considered as passed if on final/additional exam he/she will get no less than 50% of the points set for this component.

The student will be considered as failed at exam if:

- He/she will get less than 50% of the points set for this component.
- Will not appear on the examination for inadequate excuse or will appear and will leave the audience in the course of the examination, or will be removed from examination for using another person's papers or unauthorized recordings (so called "crib sheet")
- Will leave the audience due to the attempt to disrupt the examination or for the violation of examination regulations.
- Will not submit the written work in the established timeframe;
- Will get evaluation by using threats, physical or psychological effects, cheating, fraud and other inappropriate methods towards examiner.

Repeat test

The student has the right to re-pass the exam:

- If he / she has failed at the semester's final examination and his/her assessment sum is more than 40 points;
- On the basis of a written application of the student, if there is an adequate excuse for being absent on examination;
- The student will be repeatedly admitted on exam during the session period of current semester in timeframe established for additional exam.
- In case of absence or receiving unsatisfactory assessment on basic and additional exams, appointing repeat test under individual rules, is not permissible.

A student who has failed a semester final examination, who’s assessment sum is equal to 41 points, has the right to take the subject course again.

TSU assessment system

- "Excellent" (A) - Sum of the semester assessment score 91-100;
- "Very good" (B) - Sum of the semester assessment score 81-90;
- "Good" (C) - Sum of the semester assessment score 71-80;
- "Satisfactory" (D) - Sum of the semester assessment score 61-70;
- "Sufficient" (E) - Sum of the semester assessment score 51-60;
- "Failed" (FX) - Sum of the semester assessment score 41-50;
- "Failed" (F) - Sum of the semester assessment score 0-40.